Arctic and Our Impact Discovery Kit
Overview
Recommended grade level: 3-5

What to do when you open this kit!

1. Explore the artifacts and objects listed below with your class. When relevant, discuss as a class what these artifacts are, and why they look the way they do. The included Artifact Info Sheet provides facts and identification information about artifacts!
2. The Pre & Post Session Activities: Arctic and Our Impact sheet outlines program competencies, vocabulary, and curriculum ties. It also provides detailed instructions about activities and how to prepare for your virtual session.
3. The bonus optional food web activity sheet outlines how to interactively explore the arctic food web with your class.
4. The images included in this kit can be used to illustrate the animals you discuss!
5. The Inuit Thought of It can be read with your class to further explore Inuit culture in Canada.
6. The Green Learning Educator Package (for use in the pre-session activity) and an Arctic Orientation document (for Educators) may be found on the included USB stick.

Included in this kit:

Artifacts
- Polar Bear Skull
- Harbour Seal Skull
- Plastics Samples
- Food web activity string

Books
- Sila and the Land
- The Inuit Thought of It

Documents
- Overview document
- Pre & Post session activity sheet
- Artifact information sheet
- Bonus food web activity (with food web image)
- Arctic animal images
- Climate change information x 2
- Green Learning Educator Pack
- Arctic Orientation (for Educators)